tools
trade
of
the

Hewlett-Packard’s
TouchSmart IQ770 PC
combines a 19-inch-wide
touchscreen, a wireless
keyboard and mouse, and
the new Vista Home Premium operating system
from Microsoft. The keyboard stores out of the
way in a shelf under the
console, and the screen
adjusts—both height and
angle. There’s even a
remote control because
this computer/media system includes a digital TV
tuner with integrated personal video recording
(PVR) that lets you record
live TV, a DVD player and
burner, and radio, all

HP’s TouchSmart PC
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played through an
integrated audio system that’s six-speaker
configurable with
built-in 12W 2.0
speakers. The computer elements include a
1.6GHz AMD Turion
dual-core processor,
2048MB of DDR2
SDRAM, a 320GB hard
drive, an integrated 1.3megapixel Webcam, dualslot, multiformat memory
card reader, and microphone. The compact
design with hideaway bay
for the keyboard makes
this home PC appropriate
for use in the kitchen, living room, or office.
www.hp.com

Sony’s Portable Reader
System was recently introduced in the U.S. after a
year in a slightly different
format in Japan. The
Reader has the most
advanced display technology available for electronic readers. The E Ink®
screen is a high-resolution
system that displays very
clear type in all three font

April 2007

Sony Reader

sizes on the Reader. If you
prefer a large-type display,
there’s a single button
under your left thumb, as
you hold the book, that
will convert the entire
document or book you’re
reading in a matter of
seconds. The screen isn’t
backlit as with other ereaders. Light reflects off
the nonglare screen just as
it does with paper surfaces. Overall, it’s the best
display yet for this kind of
device. The battery life is
impressive because it’s
only drawn on as you turn
the page. The Reader will
turn up to 7,500 pages
before you need to
recharge the internal bat-

tery, and it only
takes about four
hours for a complete charge. The
Reader supports
several file formats: PDFs, TXT,
RTF, Microsoft
Word docs, and
the BBeB book
format available at
the Connect e-bookstore.
It will also read JPEGs,
GIFs, PNGs, and BMP
image files and MP3 and
AAC7 music formats. The
Reader is about 5 ✕ 7 ✕
0.5 inches and weighs less
than nine ounces. It connects to your PC via a
USB port.
www.sonystyle.com
The Logitech Cordless 2.4
GHz Presenter is a presentation controller with a
built-in programmable
timer. The timer is displayed on an LCD that’s
1 ✕ 0.5 inches, large
enough to check at a
glance, and it also has
vibration signals when
there are five and two
minutes left on the timer.

Tech Forum

Newsstands in the Sky ◆

Michael Castelluccio, Editor

■ LIKE IT OR NOT, it looks like we are moving closer to

laptop screens, and personal digital assistants (PDAs).

the time when much of our publishing will be done on

None of these is able to compete with the centuries-old

glass or plastic screens. One sign of the accelerating

counterpart—paper. Even so, our discomfort doesn’t

migration away from paper is the way newspapers and

seem to bother publishers forced to shift cost and profit

magazines are shoring up their online clones in self-

centers. Several shelves of the newsstand are already

defense as their paper-and-ink enterprises lose more ad

headed for the satellites in the lower atmospheres with

revenues each month. In a recent interview, The New York

more to follow later.

Times’ publisher Arthur Sulzberger, Jr., said his print newspaper might not last another five years.

It isn’t that the right electronic reader isn’t already in
some stage of development. The Sony Reader reviewed on

Curiously, what’s still missing in this evolution is the

the previous page has taken several wide strides in the

right reader. The cart is far ahead of the horse as we read

right direction. It’s slim; light; can handle a shelf-load of

online newspapers, magazines, and books on monitors,

books, papers, and articles; and, most important, it has the
continued on next page

Logitech Wireless
Controller

The controls are easy to
identify by touch, and the
range of the device is 50
feet, which frees up the
speaker in almost any situation. You install the Presenter by plugging the 2.4
GHz mini-receiver into a
USB port on the computer. The Cordless Presenter
is automatically paired at

manufacturing with its
mini-receiver, and there’s
no software to install.
When not in use, the
mini-receiver is stowed
away in an internal slot in
the Cordless Presenter.
Both can then be kept in
the protective storage case
for travel. The Presenter is
about 4.5 inches long and
1.5 inches wide. The button layout has two large
concave buttons for forward and back. Between
them is a raised button
that activates the integrated laser pointer. One small
button above the primary
ones lets you launch or
exit the slideshow mode in
PowerPoint, and another
turns the display to black.
www.logictech.com
Talario’s Notegram is a
clever new application
that lets you send personalized, handwritten

e-mails to clients, employees, and prospects. Using a
Logitech io2 Digital Pen,
you write on a notepad
that plots your writing in
the pen’s memory. When
you dock your pen in its
stand, your computer will
load up the Talario Notegram program. You
choose a name or names
from your contact list, and
the program sends your
handwritten note. If you

want to schedule the note
for a later time to resubscribe clients, send a
birthday greeting, or any
other date-determined
event, you can put off the
mailing for later. You can
send your message as a
handwritten e-mail, or
Talario will format the
message on printed materials to be sent by snail
mail. Details at
www.notegram.com

Notegram—Handwritten e-mails
April 2007
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continued from p. 57

come to mind. First, there’s the

most natural print format of recent

temptation to load this small device

reading devices. While computers and

with all sorts of other computing

PDAs have luminescent display

capacities, Web browsing, video play-

screens, the Sony Reader uses E Ink,

ers, MP3, games, and so on. It

which produces high-resolution letters

should do one thing well—just be a

on a reflective screen. After you turn

reader that will store and display

the page of the Reader, the device

print publications on the most paper-

turns off and you see what’s on the

select the color of the screen and

page as light reflects off its surface,

ink, so you can display white type on

Second, there might be a problem

just as it does with paper. You can

a navy field if you want to. For our

with the various encryption systems

even read the low-glare screen in

beta, let’s begin with high-res, jet-

used by publishers to protect their

bright sunlight—in fact, the page is

black type on a paper-white page.

copyrighted properties. We need a

best experienced in bright light.

Size of the Screen. The 5 ✕ 7 ✕

universal digital rights management

0.5-inch size of the Sony Reader is

(DRM) format so readers aren’t limit-

fortable device than the older dedi-

almost ideal. The unit resembles a

ed to one bookstore or format for

cated electronic readers such as the

small black notebook, something like

their reading material.

Rocket Book (today’s eBookwise

a Moleskine classic. The actual

The Reader is a much more com-

And one final note on cost—not

Reader) or the Korean hiebook. And

screen, though, is more like 3.5 ✕

the cost of the device but the cost of

it’s much easier to read than the

4.5 inches because of the controls

publications. With the elimination of

reader programs such as Mobipocket

and black frame around it.

so many of the production costs,

and eReader running on small-screen
PDAs.

If a white plastic border the size of
normal page margins framed the

book publishers have to be a little
more realistic in what they charge.

white page (screen), and the controls

For example, a paper copy of James

what we need in order to catch up,

were mounted on the sides and top

Patterson’s 400-page best-seller Step

but there are still a few things miss-

edge, the reader would look much

on a Crack retails for $28 and is dis-

ing. So let’s think about a hypotheti-

more like a book page when you

counted on Amazon at $15.39. Yet it

cal reader that would be equally at

opened the cover. Now it resembles

still costs $14.39 in digital format at

home on the kitchen table, on the

a large PDA or a small tablet PC.

Sony’s Connect bookstore. Paper, ink,

The Sony Reader is pretty close to

school desk, and in the board room.

Memory. With daily downloads of

boards, and postage are only worth

your newspaper, weekly or monthly

$1 more? Compare the cost of the

A Better Electronic Reader.

magazines, plus documents and

digital New York Times Select (the

After a conversation with Ron

books, the reader would require sub-

complete paper and its archives)

Hawkins, Sony’s senior vice president

stantial memory. Add a memory port

with its paper edition. Select is

of Personal Reader Systems, I got

to our beta for cards and/or memory

$49.95 for the year—or about 14

the definite impression that many of

sticks.

cents a day, including the Sunday

our suggestions below are either in

File Types. The reader should be

Times—compared to $1 and $3.50,

development or are being given a

able to display plain text, rich text

respectively, for the version that gets

hard look by Sony, E Ink, iRex, and

(RTF), PDFs, HTML (for direct feeds

your hands dirty. Same newspaper,

others. Hawkins wasn’t in a position

from online editions), and various

but nobody’s paying for the rolls of

to disclose where they are in the

image formats for magazine articles.

paper, the ink, the presses, the

process, though.

Skip the audio formats. Make it a

trucks and planes, and so on. The

reader, not a PDA or MP3 player.

people at the Times seem more real-

Color of the Screen. It should look
like paper, either white or some kind

Wireless and USB Connectivity.

istic about pricing than many of the

of ivory. The screen on the current

With both of these able to connect to

Sony Reader is a milky green. Book

your PC and network, you’ll be able to

stock and newsprint range from white

reach publishing sources and other

reader with its own niche waiting as

to gray-white. Some software,

printed material, your own or others’.

the cart still continues out in front

Mobipocket’s for instance, let you
58
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Obstacles to Avoid. Two problems

book publishers.
And so we have a great theoretical

down the digital highway.

■

